
Project Description

1 System design with behavior tables

This project investigates behavior tables as a representation for interactive
system design. Behavior tables are a consolidation of notations used tradi-
tionally in engineering, such as register transfer tables and decision tables.
Boolean function tables, look-up tables, and even fuse maps, might be con-
sidered simple instances. Thus, the tables themselves are hardly a new dis-
covery, although we are introducing novel syntactic features. What is new is
the level of supporting automation now available through graphics interface
packages. With this advancing technology, tabular representations are being
recognized as perspicuous in applications ranging from software requirements
specification to hardware description languages (HDLs).

Tables are a natural intermediary between linear text and schematic dia-
grams. With better graphic support, we are convinced that behavior tables
and their variants will assume a dominant role in system specification, ver-
ification, and synthesis. This project seeks to promote their adoption in
practice by building a flexible graphics facility, to be integrated with design
and verification tools.

We will build on results in design derivation, an algebraic formalism for
high-level design based on transformation and refinement. Section 1.1 is a
survey of these results. In case studies, we began using tables to visualize the
transformation process, especially in stages where control and architecture
are contemplated at the same time. We found the tables to be superior to
the underlying formal syntax, even though we intimately understand the for-
malism. Similar experiences are reported elsewhere, as described in Section
1.2. In particular, a tool for decision tables developed by Hoover, Chen, and
others, inspired this project. We could not express the motivation better
than they do [16]:

“. . . we must recognize that many of the methods used in industry are
semi-formal or formal. For these methods, we must develop mathe-
matical theory and software to help analyze specifications, and offer
advice about good methodology. We expect that such efforts will
give impressive near term results, stretch the imagination of formal
methodists, make formal methods accessible and beneficial to system
designers, and help clarify the long-term aims of formal methods re-
search.”
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As a continuation of formal methods research, this project attacks the
widely acknowledged problem that transfer to practice is impeded by the
unpalatable notation of formal logic. The graphical user interface we develop
will be integrated with our design derivation system to create a tool for high-
assurance design. Provisions for animating analyses will be included, with
the goal of visualizing verification and synthesis processes. Finally, we will
formalize and implement more powerful transformations for higher levels of
design (See Section 1.5).

However, the contributions of this project are broader than just advancing
formal methods in system design. Behavior tables are better than conven-
tional HDLs for specifying many kinds of systems, whether or not they are
supported by a reasoning formalism. To promote their use in practice, we
will integrate the graphic front end with existing simulation and synthesis
tools and explore applications to codesign. Behavior tables offer a common
ground for timely synergy among formal methods research, CAD research
and development, and design practice. This central goal of this project is to
enable that synergy.

1.1 Results from prior NSF support

NSF support for this line of research began in 1987 with the grant Digi-
tal Design Derivation (MIP87-07067, 1987–89, $205,972). Within the last
five years, the work has continued under grants entitled Algebra for Digi-
tal Design Derivation (MIP89-21842, 1990–1992, $203,000) and Decompos-
ing digital-system specifications into interacting sequential processes (MIP92-
08745, 1993–1996, $142,000). This summary is restricted to accomplishments
since 1991. Cited publications are included in the list of references on page
16. Some of them can be accessed through the World Wide Web at URL
http://www.cs.indiana.edu/hmg/hmg.html.

Research contributions. We built a formal foundation for transforma-
tional design by adapting existing software oriented methodology to problems
in digital system design. Theoretical contributions include representations of
behavioral and structural specification in functional algebra [5], adaptation
of algebraic techniques to architectural refinement [42, 43, 41, 45], design
decomposition based on interface specification [34, 32, 33, 31], and formal-
ization of stream semantics [28]. We have done elementary studies comparing
how different formal systems address the same design [24].
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We implemented our formalism in a tool called DDD [1, 2], which is
used interactively to transform higher descriptions of behavior to synthe-
sizable hardware descriptions. We did several case studies to demonstrate
the approach, and, in particular, to explore and illustrate the thesis that
heterogeneous reasoning is is more effective than a comprehensive logic in
design-critical applications [2, 28, 39, 29, 6, 5, 4, 3].

The subject of this proposal, behavior tables, emerged as a useful rep-
resentation for interactive design derivation. We began using these tables
informally to describe DDD [23] and later for the presentation of case stud-
ies. This prompted us to consider them more seriously as a formal design
notation, and we began exploring features that are appropriate in system
design applications [40, 37, 36, 35, 30].

The work with behavior tables has germinated an interest in the funda-
mental role of diagrams in formal mathematics [10, 20, 11].

Other research products. The DDD system is now under commercial
development, with SBIR funding through NASA, by Derivation Systems,
Inc. [7]. DSI is a start-up company established by graduates of this research
group.

Our case studies have resulted in several design artifacts. A formally
derived version of Hunt’s FM9001 microprocessor is realized in FPGA tech-
nology [2]. A language-specific computer for compiled Scheme, containing a
derived CPU, garbage collector, and allocator [6], is an ongoing case study
relating to contemporary programming methods research. A custom VLSI
realization of a fault-tolerant clock synchronization circuit has been verified
and tested [28, 29]. Miner has also constructed a PVS theory of streams, to
be published as part of his doctoral thesis in early 1997.

Educational activities and human resource development. Supported
participants include graduate assistants Zheng Zhu (PhD, 1992), Bhaskar
Bose (PhD, 1994, also a NASA Fellow), Kamlesh Rath (PhD, 1995), Mustafa
Esen Tuna (ABD), Shyamsundar Pullela (inactive), Jeanette Calvert-Coffren
(inactive), Lowell Vaughn (inactive), and John Zuckerman (active pre-candidate).
Unsupported participants included Kathryn Fisler (AT&T Fellow, PhD 1996)
Paul Miner (on educational leave from NASA, ABD), Bob Burger (NSF Fel-
low, ABD), William Hunt (IU/CS member of technical staff) and Ingo Cyliax
(IU/CS member of technical staff).
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Graduate seminars on this research were conducted in 1992 and 1993.
Many of the CAD tools first acquired for this work have migrated to instruc-
tional laboratories. The FM9001 microprocessor mentioned earlier is used in
a continuing project to develop an instructional vehicle for a first undergrad-
uate course in computer organization. Two undergraduate students, Derek
Kern and Lisa Hatchett, have done independent-study projects developing
this system.

1.2 Other related research

The work on decision tables by Hoover, Chen, and others [17, 16] inspired
us to think more seriously about behavior tables as a natural representation
for design. Their Tablewise specification tool was developed for avionics
software development, but clearly applies to reactive systems in general. In
addition to a graphical front end, there are functions for verifying exclusivity
and completeness of decision tables and for performing structural analyses to
aid in obtaining these properties. Planned enhancements are described for
introducing behaviors and assertions.

All of this work seems to integrate with the proposed project quite well.
Future topics mentioned in [17] include connections to state-machine and
statechart based specification. This connection is the focus of the proposed
work, and we are also interested in safety-critical applications. Even if we can
only unify at the notational level, the combined functionality would enhance
practical interest in this research area.

Li and Gupta introduce timed decision tables as an HDL [27, 26]. Their
results on optimizations exploiting don’t care entries are directly applicable
to the proposed research. Their work is also evidence of the utility of a
tabular specification language for CAD tool development. Behavior tables
have also been proposed as an interchange format by Gajski, Dutt, et. al.
[12, 8]. We find it very encouraging that research in high-level synthesis and
formal methods finds common ground in these tabular representations; it
represents a new opportunity for synergy.

Both Tablewise and TDTs have provisions for assertions that are not yet
found in our behavior tables, but will be added. TDTs contain time measures
used for automatic optimization. In Tablewise the primary intent seems to
be the verification of invariant properties, but assertions could also be used
to state constraints and measures.

Leveson’s Requirements State Machine Language [25]. is based on Harel’s
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state charts [14], but uses decision tables to specify hyper-edges. She echos
Hoover’s observation that decision tables are readily accepted and used by
practicing engineers.

In formal methods research, interest in specialized notation is rising. The
LAMBDA system uses a schematic editor to drive a proof assistant [9]. More
recently, the FORMAT project employs a timing diagram tool for specifica-
tion and verification tasks [38, 13]. Hunt’s formalization of an HDL semantics
in Nqthm [18], was related directly to the DDD algebra by Bose [3, 2]. The
proposed project establishes rigorous mathematical semantics for behavior
tables, laying the groundwork for a mechanized formalization. We do not
plan to construct such a formalization during the proposed period, however.

1.3 Syntax of behavior tables

The technicalities presented in this section are not essential to understanding
the more intuitive material in Section 1.4. The process semantics developed
here is at odds with that of the languages mentioned in Section 1.2, but
the differences are reconcilable. The variations are by no means peculiar to
tabular notation.

We think of behavior tables as denoting persistent, communicating pro-
cesses rather than procedures to be invoked. The substance of the difference
is that behavior tables cannot themselves be entries in other behavior tables.
Instead, they are composed by connecting their I/O ports.1 The underlying
communication model (globally synchronous, self-timed, etc.) creates still
more semantic veriations.

Behavior tables are arrays of terms over an amalgamated abstract type,
which gives ground syntax for constants and operations, and equational laws
for reasoning about them. Our examples will involve commonly understood
types, but a type system is intended to allow conceptual hierarchies, parame-
terization, and other structuring capabilities. A useful tool must have built-in
reasoning for concrete types, but must also have facilities for reasoning about
and between user specified type complexes.

The value of a term, t, is written [[t]]σ, where σ is an assignment or asso-
ciation of variables to values. The notion of term evaluation is the standard
one. A generic don’t-care constant, written as ‘\’, denotes an undetermined

1Converting invokations to interactions is central to our treatment to decomposition,
as illustrated in Section 1.4 and discussed in Section 1.5
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value.
A finite extension of propositional logic is assumed—Hoover calls it finite

logic [16]. Arbitrary collections of enumerated values, or tokens, can be
formed. These finite sets come with a polymorphic selection operation. A
behavior table can be thought of as an iterated composition of selection
expressions.

Behavior tables are closed expressions whose terms contain variables from
three disjoint sets: I (inputs), S (data state), and C (combinational signals).
Fix these sets for the remainder of this section. We will write ISC for I∪S∪C
and SC for S∪C. We use the term ‘register’ for an element of S, but this is a
euphemism that should be interpreted very abstractly. There is no assmption
that these variables denote finite values. Although our example in Section
1.4 may not show it, behavior tables are intended for levels of description
much higher than register transfer. The form of a behavior table is

Inputs → Outputs

Conditions Registers and Signals
...

...
Guard Computation Step

...
...

Inputs is a list of input variables and Outputs is a set of terms over ISC; for
simplicity, assume O ⊆ ISC. Conditions is a set P of predicates over ISC,
that is, terms ranging over finite types, such as truth values, token sets, etc.
A guard is a set of constants indexed by the condition set P : g = {cp}p∈P .
We say g holds for an assignment σ to ISC when, for each p ∈ P , either
cp = \ or [[p]]σ = cp.

A decision table D = [P,G], consists of a condition set and a list of guards.
Following [17], we say a decision table is functional when G describes a proper
partitioning of the possible assignments to ISC. In other words, the guards
are “exclusive and exhaustive.” A computation step or action is a set of
terms, one for each register and signal: a = {tv}v∈SC . An action table is an
indexed set of actions.

A behavior table for I → O consists of a decision table, D, with guards
G = {g1, . . . gn}, and an action table indexed by G A = {tv,k | v ∈
SC and gk ∈ G}.
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Synchronous-process semantics. A behavior table [D,A] for O ⊆ ISC
denotes a relation between input and output streams, a stream being an infi-
nite sequence of values. In our prior work we get a semantics by interpreting
a table as a recursive system of stream-defining equations [21]. More directly,
suppose we are given a set of initial values for the registers, {xs}s∈S and a
stream for each input variable in I. Construct a sequence of assignments,
〈σ0, σ1 . . .〉 for ISC as follows:

(a) σn(i) is given for all i ∈ I and all n.

(b) For each s ∈ S, σ0(s) = xs.

(c) σn+1(s) = [[ts,k]]σn if guard gk holds for σn.

(d) For each c ∈ C, σn(c) = [[tc,j ]]σn if guard gk holds for σn.

The stream associated with each o ∈ O is 〈σ0(o), σ1(o), . . .〉. This semantic
relation is well defined if there are no circular dependencies among the com-
binational actions {tc,k | c ∈ C, gk ∈ G}. The relation is deterministic if
decision table D is functional.

This semantics is at odds with both TDTs and Tablewise (Section 1.2),
but the differences are reconcilable, and are by no means special to tabular
notations. We think of behavior tables as denoting persistent, communicat-
ing processes rather than procedures to be invoked. The substance of the
difference is that, under the semantics just defined, behavior tables cannot
themselves be entries in other behavior tables. Instead, they are composed
by connecting their I/O ports. However, coercing abstract operations to be-
havior tables is central to our approach to decomposition, as discussed in
Section 1.5

Changing from a synchronous to an asynchronous communication model
results in still another semantic variation. In fact, behavior tables will ac-
quire a range of semantics, depending on their applications, just as HDLs and
programming languages to. Their structure should help reduce the mathe-
matical bookkeeping that often obscures semantic definitions.

Example of a behavior table. The behavior table shown in Figure 1
describes a process that computes the Fibonacci function. The inputs are
control signal go and data input in; the outputs are control signal done*
and the data signal v. The ‘*’ is a notational convention for distinguishing
signals from registers. Three other representations in Figure 1 depict various
spects of the design. The labeled transition diagram is keyed to the table’s
rows; its labels consist of a condition under which the transition is taken, the
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waitwait

work

31

4

2

(go, in) → (done*, v)

now go u=0 now done* u v w

1 wait true \ work false in 0 1

2 " false \ wait true \ \ \

3 work \ true wait true \ v \

4 " \ false work false u-1 w v+w

await go;
u, v, w := input(in), 0, 1;

while (u 6= 0) do

u, v, w := u− 1, w, v + w;
output(v);
assert done*

go

done

in

t0 t1

n

fib(n)out

Figure 1: A behavior table and related diagrams

outputs associated with the transition, and an update to the data state; the
same information as a row of the table. A textual expression of the algorithm
describes the computation of fib(n). A timing diagram shows the external
handshake protocol.

The behavior table in Figure 2 (page 12) describes the garbage collector
of a list processing computer [6]. It is more representative of the tables we
work with in our case studies. Its level of specification is more abstract, with
two of the registers of type memory. An implementation of this table was
realized in about 5,000 ACTEL FPGA cells, of which 1,500 4-input mux

elements compute the behavior. A behavior table for the same computer’s
CPU is about twice as big, at a level of description where garbage collection
is an abstract operation. A table closer the the register transfer level would
be more than ten times larger, but even at that scale the tables are useful
and would be much more so with better display automation.
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1.4 Basic algebra of behavior tables

Let us explore some basic transformations, starting with the table in Figure
1. As in any derivation, the order of presentation is not necessarily the order
in which the transformations were conceived. In practice, backtracking is
involved as the architectural goals develop and concrete representations are
introduced. The final derivation is just a proof of the design.

The now and done* columns suggest a assignment of concrete values 0 to
work and 1 to wait. To reduce clutter, let us also assign 1 to true and 0 to
false.

(go, in) → (done*, v)

now go u=0 now done* u v w

1 1 \ done* ¬go in 0 1

" 0 \ " ¬go \ \ \

0 \ 1 " u=0 \ v \

" \ 0 " u=0 u-1 w v+w

With these changes, the first and second rows have become identical up to
don’t-cares, so we can merge them to obtain

(go, in) → (done*, v)

now go u=0 now done* u v w

1 \ \ done* ¬go in 0 1

0 \ 1 " u=0 \ v \

" \ 0 " u=0 u-1 w v+w

The predicate go has become irrelevant will be removed. We note in passing
that the last two rows could be merged by replacing the term for v with
select(u=0,v,w). Behavior tables seem especially useful for this kind of
interplay between control and computation—all the more so with the provi-
sions for indirection discussed in Section 1.5.

Next is a scheduling transformation on the third row that puts the arith-
metic terms u-1 and v+w into different computation steps. The goal is to
assign these operations to a single arithmetic component.

go, in → done*, v

now u=0 now done* u v w

1 \ done* ¬go in 0 1

0 1 " u=0 \ v \

0 0 2 false u-1 v w

2 \ done* u=0 u w v+w
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The newly created control token, ‘2’, induces a type mismatch with boolean
done* in the now column. This is a problem to be resolved by underlying
type inference system. In addition to implicit coercions, this transformation’s
validity depends both on the fact that the sequence of two steps preserves
the original computation and the fact that the surrounding synchronization
protocol is preserved. Verifying the latter of these conditions is not auto-
matic, in general, but is reducible to a transformation in cases where the
synchronization context is known.

The next table is a simple example of system factorization, a decomposi-
tion technique that is central to the derivation formalism. As desired, terms
u-1 and v+w are allocated to a single combinational arithmetic component,
called ALU.

FIB: (go, in, ao) → (done*, v, ai1*, ai2*, aop*)

now u=0 now done* u v w aop* ai1* ai2*

1 \ done* ¬go in 0 1 \ \ \

0 1 " u=0 \ v \ \ \ \

0 0 2 false ao v w sub u 1

2 \ done* u=0 u w ao add v w

ALU:(aop,ai1,ai2) → ao*

aop ao*

add ai1+ai2

sub ai1-ai2

go in

v ao
ai2
ai1

aiop

ao
ai2
ai1

aiop

done*

FIB ALU

A system factorization encapsulates a set of subject terms in a new table
and generates residual interface signals [19]. Here, the interface signal aop
generates instruction tokens, sub and add, telling ALU which operation to
perform. The table manipulation tool keeps track of the connectivity.

To finish the example, we make some assignments to the don’t-care entries
whose ultimate effect is to isolate control. As a second example of system
factorization, we decompose into a control process generating an encoded
command signal, cmd, to the data path DP:
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CTL: (go, u) → (done*, cmd*, aop*)

now u=0 now done* cmd* aop*

1 \ done* ¬go 0 \

0 1 " u=0 1 sub

0 0 2 false 1 sub

2 \ done* " 2 add

DP: (cmd, in, ao)

→ (u, v, ai1*, ai2*)

cmd u v w ai1* ai2*

0 in 0 1 \ \

1 ao v w v w

2 u w ao u 1

ALU:(aop,ai1,ai2) → ao*

aop ao*

add ai1+ai2

sub ai1-ai2

0

U V

1

W

1

VU W

ai1 ai2

in

cmd

aop

ALU

ao

Discussion of the example. The preceeding example was carried out by
hand, but all the transformations involved have already been mechanized
in the DDD transformation system. Currently, DDD manipulates recursive
systems of stream equations. The advantage of this approach has been that
the DDD forms are directly executable expressions in a general purpose mod-
eling language (Scheme, with extensions for streams). Thus, DDD system
is using a “shallow” semantic embedding, for which the tables are simply a
visual representation [22, 2, 37].

One problem with this approach is that as the visual representation be-
comes sophisticated, its relation to the underlying semantic expressions be-
comes correspondingly more difficult to sustain. It is a problem for the user,
who is interacting with the syntax, as well as for the tool implementor, who
is striving to support the user’s interpretation. A more direct internal rep-
resentation of behavior tables within DDD would be simpler and better.

In practice, system factorization is a goal-directed activity. Consider a
pipelined ALU that takes operands sequentially.
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NOW OLD:mem NEW:mem H:cont D:cont C:addr U:cont A:addr AK

1 idle 1 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ driver OLD NEW H D C (rd OLD H) 0 0

2 " 0 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ idle OLD NEW H \ \ \ \ 1

3 driver \ 1 \ \ \ \ \ \ idle NEW OLD 0 D C U A 1

4 " \ 0 \ \ \ \ \ \ nextobj OLD NEW (rd NEW U) D C U A 0

5 nextobj \ \ 1 \ \ \ \ \ objtype OLD
(wt NEW U

(cell H A))
H (rd OLD H) C U A 0

6 " \ \ 0 1 \ \ \ \ driver OLD NEW H (rd OLD H) C

(+ U

(btow-u

(pr-pt H))

(cin 1))

A 0

7 " \ \ 0 0 \ \ \ \ driver OLD NEW H (rd OLD H) C
(+ U (const

0) (cin 1))
A 0

8 objtype \ \ \ \ 1 \ \ \ driver OLD
(wt NEW U

(cell H d))
H D C

(+ U (const

0) (cin 1))
A 0

9 " \ \ \ \ 0 fixed \ \ copy
(wt OLD

H (cell

forward A))

NEW

(cell H

(add1-ptr

(pr-pt H)))

D
(add1-2

(fixed-size

H))

U A 0

10 " \ \ \ \ 0 vec \ \ vec
(wt OLD

H (cell

forward A))

NEW

(cell H

(add1-ptr

(pr-pt H)))

D
(btow-c

(pr-pt d))
U A 0

11 " \ \ \ \ 0 bvec \ \ vec
(wt OLD

H (cell

forward A))

NEW

(cell H

(add1-ptr

(pr-pt H)))

D
(btow-c

(pr-pt d))
U A 0

12 vec \ \ \ \ \ \ 1 \ driver OLD
(wt NEW A

d)

(cell H

(add1-ptr

(pr-pt H)))

D C
(+ U (const

0) (cin 1))
(add1-a A) 0

13 " \ \ \ \ \ \ 1 \ copy OLD
(wt NEW A

d)

(cell H

(add1-ptr

(pr-pt H)))
(rd OLD H) C U (add1-a A) 0

14 copy \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 1 driver OLD
(wt NEW A

d)
H D C

(+ U (const

0) (cin 1))
(add1-a A) 0

15 " \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 0 copy OLD
(wt NEW A

d)

(cell H

(add1-ptr

(pr-pt H)))
(rd OLD H) (sub1 C) U (add1-a A) 0

Figure 2. Behavior Table for a Garbage Collector
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ALU:(op,in) → (phase, out*)

phase op phase hold out*

1 \ 2 in \
2 add 1 in hold + in

2 sub 1 in hold - in

A still more general notion of factorization is needed to instantiate this se-
quential behavior in FIB. This topic is discussed further in the next section.

Generally, we are interested in levels of design at which human interaction
is used. In numerous case studies, we have found behavior tables to be a
valuable aid in forming tactical design goals and managing the abstractions
of higher levels of specification. However, we do not promote them as the sole
visual representation needed in interactive design. We used several graphic
representations of control, architecture, and interface in presenting of our
example. Behavior tables are a fusion of control and structural aspects,
not ideal for describing either, but highly useful in when the designer must
address both.

1.5 Research topics and project goals

The design derivation tools we have already developed are cost-effective in
cases requiring a high assurance of correctness. Our goal is to expand the
range of applicability by creating better reasoning tools, and in particular, a
better user interface . This project achieves that goal by supporting a more
concise notation and developing more robust transformations.

Even if formal reasoning is not involved, behavior tables are highly ef-
fective for describing reactive processes. While we do have specific research
objectives in formal methods, this project is designed to contribute to more
widespread adoption of tabular notation in hardware design, embedded de-
sign, codesign, and even software.

A behavior-table widget. We will implement a prototype graphical ob-
ject for manipulating behavior tables. Display software is needed to organize
the text arrays; perform windowing, abbreviation, and navigation; animate
analysis; and generate diagrams. We hope to conduct this work coopera-
tively, incorporating ideas and software from existing systems like Tablewise,
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DTDs, and RSML [Section 1.2]. In return, we will develop display objects
with more general capabilities than our local needs require.

The first year of the proposed period will be exploratory. In preliminary
investigations we have looked at Motif, Tk/Tcl, Emacs, Latex and various
Scheme based libraries (UT’s MrEd, Stk, and, IU’s SDL). We have found
neither a consensus on graphics infrastructure, nor much satisfaction with
what is presently available. Many people are pinning their hopes on Java
as a possible common ground, and we intend to look at this prospect very
seriously.

By the end of the first year we will have established core requirements and
chosen a software infrastructure for implementing a behavior table display
tool. In the second year we will finish a prototype suitable for published
demonstrations of the ideas and ready for integration with other reasoning
and design tools.

Design derivation with behavior tables. DDD will be re-implemented
to operate directly on symbolic tabular representations. We will be able to
display formal derivations with behavior tables by the half-way point in the
project, and will go on to develop facilities to interact with DDD through
the graphical front end.

System design decomposition. System factorization in conjunction with
data abstraction is the basis of decomposition in our formalization. The
notion is more general than the examples show, having evolved over several
years of research [31, 33, 39, 45, 32, 44, 34, 19].

The ALU factorization in Section 1.4 is trivial factorization because it
doesn’t involve state. The CTL factorization did involve state but was still
trivial because the time granularity was fixed. Another step in complexity
was suggested by the pipelined ALU, shown in the discussion.

The behavior table on page 12 has registers OLD and NEW of type memory.
A simple factorization would decompose it into tables representing the data
path and two synchronous memory components [19].

However, suppose we intend to implement the memory abstraction with
a conventional DRAM, and so introduce sequential read, write, and refresh
protocols. The coordination may be subsumed in the timing discipline (e.g.
mutually interacting clocks, or self timed communication), involve a physical
interface (e.g. multiplexing the address and data signals), or be explicitly
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instantiated in the collector’s behavior. A general notion of factorization
accommodating these choices, developed [33, 32], was done with behavior
tables in mind, and will be implemented during this project.

Indirection We have added syntax for bounded indirection which often
significantly reduces the size of behavior tables [35]. We believe this notation
to be novel for hardware description languages. If r is a signal or register,
then #r denotes a token referring to r. If register s contains such a token,
then @s denotes the entity to which s refers; that is,

@s ≡ case s of . . . #r: r. . .

In [40] we show how a behavior table describing a bus reduces to one line
when indirection is used to specify sources and destinations. In [39] we
explore control indirection. These features will be incorporated in both the
graphic table object and the underlying transformation system.

Abstraction. Providing a type system to support behavior table manipu-
lation is an important subproject. Unfortunately, we have yet to find every-
thing we need in a single existing type system. In addition to finite logic, we
want provisions for first-order inference with transparent coercions, a logical
notion of implementation support factorization, and an embedded theory of
streams. We have investigated some of these issues using PVS [28], but inte-
grating the graphics with this theorem prover would be too difficult. A more
likely path is to refine a locally developed type inference system for Scheme
[15].

In summary, this project will result in two disseminable software arti-
facts. The first is an autonomous graphic front end for manipulating behav-
ior tables, with provisions for animating analysis and synthesis algorithms
obtained from contemporary work.

Second, a descendent of the DDD transformation system will be inte-
grated with the GUI, and its type system enhanced to better support system
factorization.

As we have always done in the past, we will integrate these products with
CAD tools so that the realistic examples of the approch can be demonstrated
and meaningful case studies can be conducted.
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